An Approach Addressing Service Availability in Mobile Environments
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Abstract. Mobile Cloud Computing paradigm has arisen as a major proposal to address collaboration support in working environments. Particularly, this paradigm has proven to be useful in emergency scenarios, education or tourism. However, these environments are commonly based on dynamic network topologies, which imply unstable connections (disconnections and network partitions). In consequence, the availability of the services can be compromised. Therefore, approaches based on the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) are insufficient and they must be complemented with techniques and methods of Autonomic Computing, in order to ensure the quality attributes of the system against context changes. In this work, a self-adaptive architecture is proposed in order to address the availability of the services deployed in dynamic network environments. This architecture has been designed to provide a common basis for collaborative mobile systems. The architecture follows a component-based design, and it provides a distributed approach to support the dynamic replication and deployment of services. Further, an example scenario based on a real Mobile Forensic Workspace is described to show the applicability of the proposal.
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1. Introduction

The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) proposes a modular distribution of the functionalities of a system through services [1]. It provides the foundations to build an interoperable and scalable system thanks to the use of standard protocols and service composition. However, SOA itself is not sufficient to be able to operate in dynamic network environments [2], such as Mobile Cloud Computing [3]. Such environments pose new features, and, if they are not correctly addressed, they may have a significant impact on the quality attributes of the services [4]:
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• **Energy constrained.** The energy supply is one of the main weaknesses of the mobile devices. Some approaches to guarantee certain quality attributes in this kind of system are often in conflict with the energy-aware performance. For instance, the availability of a service is directly proportional to its number of replicas. However, an intensive replication will require intensive energy consumption. Therefore, it is necessary to provide an energy-aware architecture that balances the performance of the system with efficient energy consumption.

• **Dynamic network topologies.** The topology of a mobile network changes frequently and unpredictably, owing to the mobility of the nodes that makes up the network. Further, the nodes may be switched off or may be disconnected (temporarily or permanently). Since these networks are typically multi-hop, this usually leads to link failures, route changes or even network partitions.

• **Dynamic demand patterns.** The set of clients of a service is increased/decreased over time. Additionally, the location of these clients may change. These circumstances can result in bottlenecks and an inefficient use of the available bandwidth.

• **Heterogeneity.** A wide range of computer-based subsystems (laptops, smartphones, wearable devices, sensor networks, etc.) are being used and integrated for building current advanced systems. The performance, average reliability, available technologies (such as GPS, NFC or Bluetooth), and capabilities of each node may vary.

These features pose a challenge for engineers and developers of software architectures, who must make suitable architectural design decisions to address them correctly. For instance, the reliability and performance of distributed applications are critically conditioned by the placement of the services in the distributed system [5]. Nevertheless, the conditions of energy, topology, demand patterns, and heterogeneity vary over time, i.e., they are dynamic features. Therefore, in order to address the availability of services, some decisions and associated techniques, such as deployment, replication, and migration of services should be applied in run-time.

As a result, self-adaptive architectures have been gaining importance in the research community [6]. A self-adaptive architecture has been complemented with self-* features (i.e., self-healing, self-configuration, self-optimization and self-protection [7]), and it has the capability of reducing the impact of context changes in the quality attributes of the system. This kind of architectures has a substantial potential in different application domains. For instance, in the forensic domain can be found different scenarios: natural disasters, accidents, terrorist attacks, etc., where the common network infrastructures are not available and the forensic experts need apply action protocols to support victim identification. In this context, the Mobile Forensic Workspace [8] intends to provide support to forensic experts in data collection and sharing using a mobile system. However, the features previously exposed may negatively affect the availability of the services, and thus hampering to achieve the ultimate goal of forensic experts.

This paper introduces a self-adaptive architecture, which aims to guarantee the availability of services in dynamic environments. This architecture has been designed to provide a common basis for mobile collaborative systems. It is based on previous findings [9], which have been validated through a preliminary evaluation on the Network Simulator 31. The results obtained have allowed ratify some of the concepts previously pro-
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posed and introduce new findings in the proposed software architecture. These findings are introduced at three different levels: (1) in the design of the architecture, the components of each subsystem are identified and defined; (2) in the communication between the components, the events that trigger the adaptation are described; and (3) in the management of the network topology, a new method to identify the position of the nodes within the network are proposed. The architecture follows a component-based design, and provides three main subsystems: the Monitor Subsystem, which is responsible for monitoring events in the context of the device that can affect to the availability of a service; the Context Manager Subsystem, which store information about the own device and other nodes of the network; and the Replica Manager Subsystem, which carries out the dynamic replication and deployment of services through a fully distributed approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a study of the main issues that have been addressed in the literature in order to improve the availability of services in dynamic environments. Section 3 introduces a self-adaptive software architecture to support the dynamic replication and deployment of services. In Section 4, an example based on the Mobile Forensic Workspace is described to show how the approach helps to improve the availability of the services deployed in that system. Section 5 provides a brief discussion about the proposal. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions and outlines the plans for future research.

2. Related Work

In 2003, IBM proposed a reference model for autonomic control loops, called MAPE-K loop (Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute, Knowledge) [10]. This model has been widely used as base to define autonomic systems, including systems that require dynamic replication and deployment of services. Regarding this kind of systems, two steps in the adaptation loop have a major impact on their performance: when replicate and where place the replica.

There exist different events that can trigger the creation, migration or deletion of replicas, for example, the battery of the host device is running out, or the device switches off, the demand for the service increases, etc. Between these events, the prediction of a network partition can be highlighted. A network partition can affect to the availability of a service and consistency of the shared information [11]. The fact of predicting a partition allows taking the necessary actions to ensure the consistency of the shared information and the availability of the service, while the connection is still available. Chandrakala et al. [12] propose a predictive algorithm based on the position of the nodes, their speed travel and range. When a partition is predicted, the node where the replica will be placed is chosen by taking into account the distance from the source node (i.e., the node that have a copy of the service and from where the replica will be created and sent), its battery and its storage capacity. In [13], TORA routing protocol is used in combination with an estimation of the residual link lifetime of wireless links. When a device predicts a partition, this device will host a replica of the service, regardless of its characteristics.

In collaborative systems, the partition prediction algorithms may be relegated to second place. In this kind of systems [14,15], the set of services is well-known in deployment time, thus an approach based on hibernation [16,17] in which the replicas of the services can be deployed in each device is feasible. On the one hand, the advantages of
this approach are as follows: better response times; the service does not have to be sent in real time, hence, there is a more efficient bandwidth and energy use; and also the system is less dependent on the available technology, because the requirements on bandwidth are less stringent. On the other hand, the system will be less flexible, since new services cannot be introduced in the network at run-time.

Moreover, in large scale systems [2] the scalability is a main objective for software architects. Device clustering methods are applied in order to turn a distributed network into a set of interconnected local clusters that can be dealt with individually like a centralized network. In this way the management of the network is simplified, achieving scalability under a “divide and rule” approach. Dustdar et al. [16] create device clusters on the basis of the distance between mobile devices. However, in [18,19] is shown that the travel speed of devices is a better measure to create clusters of mobile devices. In [19], service replicas will be created when too many requests are made to a service from an external group. Hence, this proposal intends to achieve the property of localized scalability [20], reducing the communications between distant entities, in order to safeguard the bandwidth and the energy of the system. In [16,19], the device that will host the new replica is chosen by considering its computational capabilities (battery, CPU, memory, etc.), without taking into consideration either its current workload or the network topology. Consequently, the resources of the host device can be quickly depleted.

Finally, Hamdy et al. [17] propose a replication protocol based on the interest of devices in the use of the service. When an application needs to access a service and there is not a replica of that service in its neighbourhood, a replica of the service will be created and deployed in the same device in which the application is hosted.

Generally, these are ad-hoc solutions developed for specific application domains, and they are based on an implicit, and often restricted, context model. The definition and use of an explicit context model can facilitate the adaptability and reusability of the proposal. The possibility of extending the model according to the particular requirements of a scenario would provide a more effective solution in terms of performance to such scenario.

3. A Self-Adaptive Software Architecture

The proposed software architecture has two main objectives: (1) provide a reusable and adaptable base for collaborative support systems, (2) enhance the availability of services in dynamic environments through an adaptive replication and deployment approach.

The architecture has been initially designed to support medium size work groups, which allows a hibernation approach. Thus, it follows a logic approach to the replication and deployment of services. Further, in order to provide a fully distributed approach, the different nodes of the network must coordinate themselves at run-time to decide which of them will be the active replica.

In order to provide an adaptable and reusable software architecture a component-based design has been followed [21]. The architecture can be divided into five main subsystems (Figure 1): the Monitor Subsystem, which is responsible for monitoring events in the context that can affect the availability of a service; the Context Manager Subsystem, which processes and stores that information; such information will be used by the Replica Manager Subsystem, which encapsulates the adaptation logic regarding the repli-
cation and deployment of the service replicas; the *Communications Subsystem*, which allows the *Replica Manager Subsystem* to communicate with other nodes of the network; and finally the *Service* itself, which will be a passive or active replica according to the decision of the *Replica Manager Subsystem*. These subsystems are described in depth in the following sections.

### 3.1. Monitor Subsystem

The *Monitor Subsystem* encompasses a set of monitoring components, which are sensing the context of the device in order to detect potential events that could affect the availability of a service. To monitor the context is a costly operation in terms of energy and bandwidth. Nevertheless, the performance and response time of the adaptation system depend on the precision of this action. Therefore, to provide an appropriate balance between the cost and the precision, through the sampling frequency, is required.

In the proposed architecture, device and network capabilities are monitored. The information about the device capabilities is local information that usually can be obtained easily. However, a dynamic network topology requires a continuous monitoring because of constant changes that occur. Further, the cost increases exponentially with each hop in the network. Accordingly, the scope of the monitoring will be limited.

There are different approaches to monitoring a network topology. The majority of those approaches are based on the position of the nodes and their travel speed. This requires using the GPS system and exchange such information constantly, which have a heavy impact on the energy of the device. As a more efficient alternative, in this work is proposed to use the information provided by the routing protocol, such as *Optimized Link State Routing Protocol* (OLSR) [22], to estimate the network topology.
The routing protocol builds and provides the routing tables with information about the reachable nodes, and for each node the gateway and the number of hops. Through the direct connections of a node, its position within the network topology can be approximated. For instance, a node with four direct connections will be in a more centric position within the node group, and therefore will be a more stable node than other ones with only one direct connection. This approach is more efficient than GPS-based ones, but less precise. Still, the component-based design allows exchange the Network Monitor component, adapting the system at run-time according to current conditions [23].

3.2. Context Manager Subsystem

The Context Manager Subsystem is responsible for processing and storing the information received from the monitors of the device. This information will be used by the Replica Manager Subsystem in order to adjust the deployment of the services according to the changes produced in the execution context. This information will be provided in two different ways: (1) under a Publish-Subscribe paradigm, where the Context Manager notifies, through a push-based communication model, the Replica Manager about events of its interest. For instance, an event will report the battery level every time that the battery decreases a 5%, or an event will be published when the active replica is not reachable; and (2) under a Request-Response paradigm, when, for example, the Replica Manager requests the Context Manager about information to evaluate the adequacy of the node. The combination of both paradigms is usually known as SOA 2.0 [24,25] (a.k.a. advanced SOA), in which services are not just passive entities, but also they are able to receive and generate events proactively.

Although, all the nodes share the same data model, the information stored by the Context Manager Subsystem is mainly local to device (battery consumption, number of direct connections to other devices, remaining storage capacity, etc.) and only the evaluation of the node is shared with the rest of the system, in order to reduce the bandwidth consumption. Hence, each node maintains a list with the evaluation of each reachable node in the network.

The importance of the different context aspects that may influence the dynamic replication and deployment of services will depend on the particular application domain. However, the following context aspects have been identified as relevant to provide a solution, regardless application domain (Figure 2): device features (e.g., battery, memory, processing capacity, etc.), network topology (e.g., client-service distance) and service requirements, i.e., how the device features match the requirements of each specific service.

- **Device features.** A device feature can be a simple feature, such memory or storage, or a compound feature, such remaining battery. That is, a compound feature is derived from two or more simple features. For example, remaining battery could be calculated from screen brightness, CPU usage, phone signal strength, and other features. It is important to take into consideration the device features in order to choose the devices with best performance to host services. Also, the current usage of these resources must be taken into consideration to deploy a service replica (remaining battery, CPU or memory, among others).

- **Service requirements.** Although there is cross-cutting information that affects in a similar way the deployment of all services of the system, such as the device battery or client-server distance, there is other information that affects in a greater or
lesser measure in relation to the service requirements. For example, one service could need high processing power while other could need high storage capacities. For this reason the services must specify their Computational Requirements independently [14]. The service developer must indicate what features must be provided by the devices in which the service could be deployed, through a set of condition statements (e.g., “free storage space equal or greater than 1GB”). This would allow the system to distribute the workload among the devices of the network, providing the appropriate deployment of the services. Moreover the number of clients (i.e., applications and other services), dependencies between services (i.e., regarding service composition) and number of replicas of the service, are also interesting context information to provide an efficient service deployment solution.

- **Network topology.** Each device has two kinds of Links: Direct links (one-hop) and Multihop links. Each Multihop link is made up of two or more direct links between devices. In order to simplify the management of the network topology, the model only considers the best path between two devices, but it is independent of its calculation (fewest hops, higher bandwidth, best stability, etc.).

### 3.3. Replica Manager Subsystem

The Replica Manager Subsystem encapsulates the adaptation logic regarding the replication and deployment of the service replicas. In order to provide a fully distributed solution, each service replica has a Replica Manager Subsystem. It consists of three main components:

- **Evaluator:** This component implements the evaluation function that will be used by the Coordinator component to evaluate the suitability of the node to host a specific service. This evaluation is based on the information provided by the Context Manager, and the weight of each context feature will depend on the application domain and the specific situation. For instance, if the battery of a device is running low, the evaluation function can dynamically change to assign more priority to this context feature. Therefore, a developer could define different Evaluator components to address different situations occurring in a specific application domain.
• Trigger Policies. Through this component, the developer can adapt the system to the particular requirements of a specific application domain. In it, through a rule-based system are described the trigger policies, which are related with the reception of events through the Context Manager. This information will help the Coordinator component to know when adapt the deployment of the service could be needed. For example, by way of these rules can be indicated: replicate a service when the resources of the current host device are running out (e.g., the battery power is below 20%), the topology of the network changes (e.g., a partition is predicted, or the active replica is not already reachable), or new clients appear; migrate a replica when the distribution of the clients changes, or a better device to host the replica is discovered; or hibernate a replica when the number of clients is reduced. As with the Evaluator component, different trigger policies could be necessary to address different situations in the same system.

• Coordinator. When, through trigger policies, it is detected a change in the context that could affect the quality attributes of the service, the Coordinator component is responsible for coming to an agreement with the rest of the replicas deployed in the system. The objective of this coordination is to know if a better deployment exists and, if so, to establish what will the active replica. As the proposed architecture follows a distributed approach, a consensus system is followed. Each Coordinator evaluates itself and sends this evaluation to the other reachable nodes. At the same time, it receives the evaluation from the other nodes. Using this information, each node gives its vote to the node that it considers most appropriate to host the replica, and the most voted node will host the replica. This procedure provides robustness against message loss, owing to it is not necessary to the proper functioning that all nodes have an identical list of evaluations, and the node election process only requires that it receives half plus one of the votes. The adaptation process can be initiated by any Coordinator as they have local information that is not accessible by the rest. Once that one Coordinator requires for a check of the current deployment of the service, the rest of the Coordinators follow the initiative and start the vote process.

4. Example

The Mobile Forensic Workspace [8], which allows forensic experts to exchange information in real-time for data sharing purposes in case of natural disasters, accidents, terrorist attacks, etc., is helpful to show the need and usefulness of the proposed architecture. The Figure 3 depicts a hypothetical scenario where three members of a forensic team are gathering preliminary evidences of two victims. In the scenario two kinds of devices can be found: (1) a laptop deployed statically in a police car; and (2) three mobile devices (one for each team member). Additionally, different services can be found (communication, image repository, victim’s information repository, etc.). In the case of Image Repository service, each forensic expert can take several pictures of an evidence with his mobile device; different forensic experts can take photos for the same evidence; or the same forensic expert can take photos for evidences that belong to different victims. Moreover, the forensic experts can add annotations to these pictures, which can be related with other pictures. Therefore, the Image Repository service must keep an ordered and consistent
set of this information, and at the same time it must provide high availability, to allow forensic experts to access and share pictures about the evidences found.

In this scenario, the proposed self-adaptive architecture can be useful to improve the availability of the Image Repository service. This is highlighted in the following situations:

1. Initially, all forensic experts are near the Victim 1. All the mobile devices are connected with the laptop located in the police car. Therefore, the active service replica (copy-primary protocol) is the one deployed in the laptop (Device 1 in the Figure 3), as it presents better computational features.

2. The forensic expert of the Device 4 will move to the area where the Victim 2 is located. This area is out of the laptop coverage. The Monitor subsystem detects this situation, by way of a disconnection prediction method or because the active replica is not already reachable. Thus, it publishes the proper event that is received by the Replica Manager, through the Context Manager. The Replica Manager can manage this situation by means of its trigger policies and it starts the adaptation process. As the only replica available is itself, it will turn to active.

   At this point, the network is partitioned into two groups: (1) the Devices 1, 2 and 3, where the Device 1 hosts the active replica; and (2) the Device 4, that provides service to itself.

3. Later, the forensic experts of the Devices 2 and 3 move to the victim two area. The Context Manager of the Device 4 has been publishing events related with the battery power every time that it has decreased a 5%. At a given time, this event reports that the battery is under the 25%, therefore, the rule that reflect this situation in the trigger policies is activated. The Coordinator will search a better node in order to host a replica of the service. Following a distributed process, each replica will evaluate its adequacy to host the active replica, it will send this evaluation to their neighbours, and once that obtains the score list of the nodes, it will emit a vote for the best ranked node. The node with the half plus one votes will provide an active replica. Moreover, the active replica deployed in the laptop (Device 1 in the Figure 3) will have no clients, in this device there are no
applications that require the service. Therefore the Coordinator will hibernate the replica in order to save resources.

5. Discussion

The proposed architecture provides a base to support the dynamic deployment of services in dynamic network environments. This architecture helps to address the availability of the services for this kind of environments, and with it, the applicability of SOA-based approaches. Moreover, the management of the self-adaptation is carried out through a fully distributed approach. This provides robustness to the system against node disconnections or failures, since no node is indispensable. Besides, the consensus-based approach to elect the hosting node provides robustness against message loss.

Furthermore, together with the architecture, a context model is provided. It allows adapt the proposal to the specific requirements of an application domain. Additionally, the component-based design allows adapt dynamically the behaviour of the architecture. Generally, the proposals presented to improve the quality attributes of services in dynamic environments (see Section 2) are ad-hoc solutions developed for specific scenarios, and they are based on an implicit, and often restricted, context model. The presence of an explicit context model allows developers to customize or reuse the proposal.

The current proposal is designed to support medium or small size work groups. It is designed on the basis of a copy-primary scheme [26] in physical partitions. Nevertheless, in large scale networks this replication scheme could be inefficient. In large groups the active replica could easily become in a bottleneck, and therefore, a physical partition could need more than one active service replica. The creation of logical partitions provides scalability to system and it facilitates the management of a large scale network. This can be done through clustering techniques, and will be transparent for the adaptation system, as the adaptation logic to manage physical network partitions is transferable to manage logical partitions.

Finally, the proposed architecture follows a hibernation-based deployment approach. The set of the services is well-known at design time and their replicas are deployed in the devices before run-time. Such approach reduces the flexibility of the systems, as it is not possible to deploy a new service or introduce new devices at run-time. However, it can reduce the requirements about bandwidth and improve the response time of the adaptation process. Thus, the current architecture follows a logic approach to the replication and deployment of services. However, a hybrid approach could be provided, where well-known set of devices could be deployed in deploy time and also could be possible to add and deploy new services at run-time. This is a technical question, since the current implementation of the adaptation logic is transferable between both approaches, and the code mobility [27] can be implemented in a transparent way for the current adaptation process.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, a self-adaptive architecture has been presented. The architecture has two main objectives: (1) provide a reusable and adaptable base for collaborative support
systems; and (2) try to enhance the availability of services in dynamic environments through an adaptive replication and deployment approach. The management of the self-adaptation is carried out through a fully distributed approach, providing robustness to the system. This approach takes into account crosscutting context features, such as the network topology or the battery device. Moreover, the Mobile Forensic Workspace has been described. It illustrates the need and usefulness of the proposed self-adaptive software architecture.

At present time, a study of the proposed system in a network simulator is under development. This study will allow investigate the performance of the system regarding different configuration parameters (such as monitoring intervals, routing protocols, replication strategies, etc.), and to empirically compare the behaviour and the performance to other approaches. Preliminary results show a great increment in the availability of the services, with a uniform consumption of the battery of the devices of the network, and distributing uniformly the workload between the different nodes of the network. As future work, the self-adaptive architecture will be extended with clustering techniques, in order to address scalability in an integrated way.
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